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Two gynecologists
to begin services
By Mary Wey
Stall Repsner
Gynecological services will be provided as part of the University's regular health services starting Monday.
Keb 19
Dr. Richard Eakin. vice provost for
student affairs said yesterday the University has contracted with the Medi
cal College of Ohio at Toledo i MCOTI
for doctors specializing in gynecology
and obstetrics
Or Eakin said two doctors from the
medical college, one gynecology and
obstetrics specialist and one senior
resident, will be at the Health Center
on Monday and Friday afternoons from
1-5 p m

N« wtpholo by Francts Forrdl

Howard's to reopen
tonight at new location
By VUriltnn Nr»ion
and Kirn Bell

Leaving 40 yeais ol beer-drinking memories behind.
Howard's bar and local student hangout closed its doors
at 213 N Main last night for the last time
It will reopen tonight across the street, at 210 N. Main.
Charles Davis. 10-year manager of the bar. said
The entire block of buildings will be torn down to make
way for a new city library building
DAVIS SAID the move could have been made anytime
since early January but was delayed because of the
process of transferring the establishment's liquor license
and receiving final approval from Columbus
THE "NEW HOWARD'S won't be much different
from the "old'' one Davis said "It will look different,
but we're going to try to operate in pretty much the same
wayNo change in prices is expected, and. because the bar
will have no band, there will be no cover charge
The new" Howard's will be smaller In accordance
with local fire regulations, it will have a capacity for 85
persons The present location has a capacity for 200
Dishop Motors in the building adjacent to the new
location will be moving out possibly this spring, and
Davis will begin expanding the bar at that time. The
expansion will increase the capacity to 300 persons.
Even with the addition. Davis said Howard's would
probably not have a band unless it was necessary for
business
Davis is expecting a decrease in business and
employees with the move across the street
Originally, the corner of Court and Main Streets where
Howard's is located now was the site of a fruit and nut
stand The building then known as Howard's Hotel was
owned and managed by Kred Howard
After prohibition was repealed in 1933. Howard's
became one of the first of three bars in Bowling (ireen to
be licensed
DURING PROHIBITION. Main Street, also known as
Dixie Highway, was one of the main routes used by

rumrunners' or bootleg traffickers Person! were
apprehended in Bowling Green en route to then
destination with as much as 15 to 20 gallons of moonshine
liquor hidden under the floor boards of their autos
Even after the repeal of prohibition. Howard's was
frequented mostly by townspeople, as students from the
"teacher's college'" generally "stuck to their studies''
and did not patronize the bars
Later, as the normal school expanded into a university,
and strict drinking ethics became passe Howard's
became a student-by-night, townsperson-by-day
establishment.
It expanded into room after room on the lower floor of
the building until it became a whole chain of little rooms
all comprising Howard's bar as it is today
Most students who patronize the bar say "the
atmosphere'' is what attracts them
Mike Coulter, junior 1A&S1. said "It epitomises the
grungy bar It's small and dirty, but you really like it
One can fantasize he's on a wharf in a real seaman's
bar. he added
RICK WARD, a University graduate with a masters
degree in geology, has been going to Howard's since
late 1969'' To him. no night is ever the same "There's
a lot of variety and nice people." he said
Another student said "you could walk around naked
and nobody would say anything "
Jerry Cuzella. a graduate student, said It's kind of a
sleazy joint. but that gives it class.''
Bette Stark, sophomore (Ed.), has been going to
Howard's ever since the first week of the first quarter
she came to the University "You go there to meet people
and have good times." she said.
Most students say they will have to check out" the
new location to see how they like it before they decide if
they want to continue the Howard's habit Others say
they'll continue going to the bar "no matter what" even
though most agree "Howard's won't really be the same."
Dennis Kucinskas. senior 1A&S1. summed up reasons
why Howard's attracts its student customers
"1 come down here to relax and drink cheap beer in a
real college atmosphere." he said

fniiiiiiiiiiiii:i!imiiiiiiiiimi

Academic Council yesterday recommended at least a five per cent cutback
in the total budget for non-instructional
areas of the University.
The recommendation, which will be
forwarded to the provost, was
prompted by Gov John J Gilligan's
proposed cut in higher education funds
for next year
"IF WE have to make drastic cuts.
then they should come in supplementary academic areas." said Dr
Michael Ferrari, acting provost and
chairman of Academic Council.
Dr. Ferrari said those areas which
could receive cutbacks include faculty
research, broadcasting services,
computers, minority affairs, student
financial areas, and ethnic studies.

Also included in the list of "supplementary academic areas" are experimental studies, the Library, audio
visuals, student affairs and development programs, international
programs, the counseling and placement centers, the continuing education
office and the Modular Achievement
Program.
Dr Ferrari said the five per cent cut
would total about $350,000
According to Gov. Gilligan's
proposed budget. Bowling Gieen would
receive about $800,000 in new monies
for the 1973-74 academic year, in
comparison to more than $2 million in
new funds received during the current
academic year
JEFF SHERMAN, Student Body
Organization iSBOl president, voted in
favor of the motion.
"The budget cutbacks are

unfortunate, but in the iighl ol the
governor's recommendations, some
drastic cutbacks will have to be
made." he said
The Council's recommendation grew
from an analysis of the budget figures
by the members of council last week
Each council member also
submitted a list indicating his or her
program priorities. Dr. Ferrari will
compile the responses and use them
when making further budgetary
recommendations.
In other action. Academic Council
voted to dissolve the University s
academic centers at Fremont.
Fostoria and Bryan I North West
Technical).
Council's action resulted from a
report by Dr. Raymond J Endres. vice
provost, who presented statistics
indicating a steady decrease in
academic center enrollment since 1965.

HE SAID contracting for gynecologi

cal services with the MCOT was
"much more economical than hiring
a full-time gynecologist as an
employee of the University
Dr Eakin said the University is
planning to contrail with the MCOT for
other special inecln.il services hut he
mentioned no specific services under
consideration
Or F.akin said at present the University gynecological search
committee has agreed to disband since
gynecological service has been provided for the students

HE SAID it is hoped the same two
doctors will come to the University
each week, but unforeseen events may
require different doctors to come at
various times
Although the Health Center will not
stock contraceptives, Dr. Eakin said
prescriptions will be given by the doctors if they believe contraceptives are
necessary for particular student.
In addition to prescribing contraceptives, the doctor will treat any type of
gynecological disorder
Dr. Eakin said the men from the
MCOT are specialists in the area of
gynecology and obstetrics, not students
in training or interns The senior resident will be a licensed physician,
studying for a specialized degree in
gynecology
l)r Eakin said with these doctors.
University students will be getting
"topquality gynecological care."
Fees for gynecological services will
be charge* on the same basis as other.
Health Center medical care, he said.
Office calls will be free of charge
Any laboratory fees or other special
fees will be charged according to the
regular health service fee structure.
DR. EAKIN said students who wish
to see the gynecologist may either
make an appointment at the main desk
of the Health Center for direct consultation or may be referred to the gynecologist by other doctors at the center
l)r Eakin said the University contract with the MCOT lasts until the end
of the present academic year, not in
eluding summer quarter The contract
is renewable each year

N.wtpholo by Carl S«U
An electric light illuminates the curtained windows of a
lounge in Harthman Quadrangle, at a student trods back to
the dormitory after late-night studying.

Snack bars to charge
sales tax starting Mon.
By Deaiy Law
Stall Reporter
Starting Monday, you're going to
have to pay a state sales tax on that
cheeseburger and drink you buy in any
of the snack bars on campus.
Paul Nusser. treasurer and controller, said Tuesday all students,
faculty and staff members will have to
pay a tax on any food they buy in the
north line in the Falcop's Nest, and in
the Cardinal. Carnation. Amani and
Mid-American rooms.

Council advises budget cutbacks
By Jim Carey
Staff Reporter

He said because of the decrease in
the number of students using the
Health Center during the summer
months, the gynecologist will not be
contracted for summer quarter
The doctor*' salaries will be paid
from the $500,000 general fee money
allocated to the Health Center this
year.
I)r Eakin said the hope is th.il we
will be able to cover all their expenses
(salaries' with piesenl general fee
monev

He said the decline in enrollment at
the three branches coincides with a
decreasing labor market for teachers
AS A RESULT OF this resolution.
Council also passed a motion commissioning Dr. Endres to look into the
feasibility of an extended evening
education session
"We do exist in a center of
population With Toledo and Findlay
surrounding us. we no longer need to
think of ourselves as primarily a
residential institution." Dr. Endres
said.
"We can begin to view ourselves as
regionally oriented as well and provide
courses for the surrounding communities ."
Dr. Endres said the night education
sessions could also offer a viable
alternative to those who no longer will
be able to take advantage of the
academic centers.

THE SALES tax will also apply to
faculty and staff members when they
eat in any of the six dining halls on
campus, including the cafeteria line in
the south end of the Falcon's Nest.
Nusser said the tax is not a new one
It has been on the Ohio books for many
years, but was never strictly enforced
by the University
Section 5739.02 of the Ohio Revised
Code states the sales tax is not applicable to "the sales of food sold to students only in a cafeteria, dormitory,
fraternity or sorority maintained in a
private, public, or parochial school,
college, or university "
Nusser said ihe University assumed
the snack bars would be used primarily
by students when they were first built
It realized a staff member or faculty
member would use the facility, but that
would be unavoidable, he said
He said the administration considered the snack bars as cafeterias, so
not charging a sales tax would comply
with the state law
"We tried to interpret the law so it
would present the smallest burden to
us i the administration i in terms of
collection of the tax. and the greatest
benefit to the student." Nusser said
HE SAID he hoped implementation
of the sales tax would offset a tax
investigation of the University by
agents from the Ohio Department of
Taxation.
Nusser said Ohio State University
was hit with a $40,000 fine for not
taxing food sold to their students in the
school's union. Four agents of the
Department of Taxation went through
the food line and were not charged the
sales tax.
The incident sparked a four-month

tax audit of the university and resulted
in the fine
Nusser said none ol the department's
agents have ever been on the Bowling
Green campus.
They were either too busy with violators, or they were assuming we. as a
stale institution, were complying with
the law." Nusser said
If Bowling Green were slapped with
a fine, the money would have to come
out of student fees. Nusser said
THE SALES lax will also spread to
other recreational areas in the Union,
including the bowling alley and the billard room Billard fees and locker rentals for more than 15 cents, the cutoff
point for taxation on the dollar, will be
taxable
Nusser said he did not foresee any.
need for additional staff because of the
tax decision. He said some employees
may have to work a few hours more to
avoid the cost of hiring new employees.
He said additional cash registers
might to needed to record the sales tax.
since many of the present machines
aren't capable of accounting for the
additional revenue
Nusser also said the University must
clear up many "grey areas" as to who
or what is taxable He said he isn't certain if a fraternity, for example. 1$
exempt from the tax if it rents spotlights for a dance
JZ
He urged each fraternity anil
sorority to study their charters to see
if the organization is a non-profit pr
social organization If the organization
wants a blanket exemption certificate
to excuse it from all taxes for aU
transactions, it can apply to the
bursar's office on Monday
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In view of tbe necessary budgetary belt tightening at the
University, fee waivers for Student Body Organization (SBO)
officers and the student representative to the Board of Trustees
should be discontinued
However, two; fundamental considerations were missing from
the recommendation made by Dr Richard Eakin, vice provost
for student affairs
First, the SBO officers were not even consulted before the
recommendation was made.
Second, the proposal offered no alternative-and an alternative
exists.
If. due to budgetary constraints, the fee waivers are
eliminated, academic credit should be given SBO officers.
Although this year s SBO has not accomplished enough, or even
tried, future administrations should not be forced to suffer
because of the inadequacies of some of the present officers.
SBO's aims- to establish service and cultural programs of
significant student interest, and work for meaningful student
participation in University affairs "--are of great consequence to
the University community and deserve compensation

"escort system
While the establishment of an escort system for University
women has some merit, it is far from a satisfactory solution to
the problem of attacks on women
The value of this system lies in the psychological sense of
safety it creates But this is a false security
How many University women are going to be able to rely on an
escort system when they leave the University?
The mere fact of a male presence is not a deterrent to all
attackers There have been numerous cases in which the men
were beaten and forced to watch their dates be raped and beaten
And there is not always going to be a big. strong he-man
waiting around to protect a woman from assault.
Women must learn to protect themselves.
The first rule of self-protection is common sense Obviously
walking around ai night alone or along the railroad tracks or
. hitchhiking does not constitute common sense It is more like an
. open invitation.
Information like that contained in Monday night's lecture by
Frederic Storaska offers women who are not able to forcefully
fight off an attacker, practical methods of dealing with assaults.
These methods do not place the woman in more danger if they
fail to go through with them because they are not viewed as
struggling by the attacker.
The University can and should offer accredited self-defense
courses in the martial ails to its women through the PER
department.
The problem of assault on women is not going to be solved by a
male escort system.
It will remain a problem until women realize that they, as
victims of assault, can and must effectively deal with the assault
themselves.

By Nicholas von Hoffman
The Lakeshore Apartments, a high,
white-towered product of urban
renewal, has a sign out front advertising that it affords its tenants a
"putting green" and "full security."
Thus, before the doorman would let
the party of visitors in. a closed-circuit
TV camera had to take a look at the
Zen master with his shaved head, the
Zen master's wife, who carried a
bouquet of zinnias in an old coffee can.
and the poet who wore a coat that
looked like a cape
On the 25th floor they were admitted
into the apartment by Big Man. whom
they embraced in friendship, and a
moment later they were saying hello to
the baddest. awfulesl and blackest
Panther ol them all - Puey P. Newton
Ml II INVITED THEM to sit
around the long table in the dining area
of his living room, which is furnished
with not much more than a set of highpowered binoculars on a tripod perm
anently focused on the steel-shuttered
window ol the jail cell in the Alameda
County Courthouse where Puey spent
so many days
Although the Black Panther Party
has put him in the apartment for protection. Puey himself isn't particularly
security-conscious "Life is going to
kill me. but it doesn't say when," he
has written in one of the Zen poems he
shows the master, who reads them
while Puey dues the duly of a host,
making coffee, pouring out CourVOISIIT. and emptying ashtrays
IV is the absolute opposite of the
stereotype black militant A smiling,
voluble man of compelling likeability.
his speech is devoid of four-letter
words and his sentences have the deficient syntax of the hyper-excited intellectual who has so much to say about
Pegel and Nietzche thai he can't gel
Ihe ideas out fast enough
Puey denies he's an Intellectual,
insisting. "I'm an activist," bul he
adds. "My role in Ihe parly has always
been planning strategy Before I went
lo prison I only made one speech I'm
not an orator I'm not eloquent
HtlKY HAS JUST registered at the
University of California at Santa Cruz
lo take his Ph.D. You wonder why he
needs one since he's as completely self-

opinion

infuses life, dynamism
JUllor's Note: This is the last la a
leas-part series about China's entrance
lab the United Nations
3

By Ayo Adelana iNigeria)

ZL

Gueit Columnist

3here are definite concrete
aOanlages in Peking's membership.
TJfc admission of Peking makes Ihe
UJDted Nations truly representative of
tig world
ispreads the moral and political
ence of Ihe world body lo cover a
quarter of the worlds population,
hitherto excluded from such influence
Hn addition to these are two key
advantages of firsl inlusing a new life

and dynamism into a body which
before them had been on Ihe precipice
of its fortunes
Secondly, financially, with Peking
paying its full contributions, the United
Nations could not bul be better off
since Ihe US did cut down on its
contributions to Ihe United Nations
A SITUATION in which a single
member contributed 32 per cent of the
running cost of the organization of 131
members is quite unsalutary
Thus it was really creditable that
olher members of the UN. welcomed
and treated as a challenge rather than
regret, the American cut-down of its
budgetary contributions lo 25 per cent.
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The collapse of the bipolarily of the
Immediate post war era also was
clearly illustrated by an examination
of the pattern of the votes cast in
respect of the Albanian resolution to
seat Peking and expel Taiwan.
Such NATO allies of the United
States as Britain. France and Canada
voted boldly for the expulsion of
Taipei
THE COLD War alliance system
could easily be seen as a thing of Ihe
pasl Equally significant as il is
welcome was Ihe behavior of nonaligned and technically developing anil
underdeveloped countries' over this
issue
In spile of the threats of diplomatic
and economic sanctions against those
failing lo loe Ihe American line, these
technically
developing and
underdeveloped slates boldly refused
to be dictated to.
Thus another diplomatic selfassertion by these small countries was
registered al Ihe United Nations
These small nations once again
demonstrated thai they had a mind of
their own
They clearly asserted that in
distinguishing between good and evil,
no nation has a monopoly of correct
judgment
IN VIEW OF THE fad that
American
leaders threatened
economic reprisals against those
countries which bluntly refused lo tow
the American policy in Ihe matter ol
condition of dual representation for
China and the American Senate then
did vote a suspension of Ihe American
Aid Program, it is to my sincere hope
thai this type of hypocritical act and
blackmail would not repeat itself in the
future
Aid given in order lo buy Ihe
conscience of nations'' Is this so-called
aid really given al a loss lo the donor
nations?
Aid donors who believe these, might
as well withhold their funds in the
future
Freedom in poverty is definitely lo
be preferred to prosperity in political
and economic bondage

taught as Abraham Lincoln.
"I couldn I read words like car' and
'house' when I got oul of high school."
he says. "I wasn't a functional illiterate. I was an illiterate. Vincent Price
taught me how to read."
One of Puey's brothers was an actor
who had some records of Price's
theatrical readings, which Puey would
listen lo while following the words in
the printed text.
The idea of being regarded as a
"thug and a gangster and a PhD"
amuses Puey. bul he insists thai his
reason for getting a doctorate is political strategy in a period when the Panthers are trying to change their reputation in the Oakland black community
and establish themselves as a safely
non-violenl political force: "With ere
denlials I will be able lo move freely

through the universities of this
country it doesn't matter to me personally if they call me doctor or skunk
flower."
BUT WHAT SEEMS lo have brought
Puey and Ihe Zen master together is
the similarity of their experience in
meditation. Just as the Zen master sits
by himself in contemplation, so did
Puey during his years of solitary
confinement in prison
"I was terrified the first time I was
in solitary 1 started to vomit bul I
swallowed my vomit because 1 didn't
wanl to admit to myself that I had to
throw up." says Puey of learning to
survive in Ihe little cell with the dark
red floor, black walls and no furniture
except a hole in the floor for a toilet
"They'd only flush il every two weeks

I ate little so I didn't have to defecate
often."
The strength to keep from going
"dingy" Puey thinks he gets from his
father
"Pe was always such a responsible
Negro." says Puey, speaking not in
derision. "Pe always paid the bills,
even when that was all he could pay
Once when he was in the hospital and
we thought he was going to die. he said.
Peres my watch and ring In the third
drawer of the bureau there's money for
the bills .' I got mad and I thought,
couldn't you say screw Ihe bills now''"
Couldn't Puey forget the Black Panthers now'' He's done his lime, he's gol
his books coming oul. he could be a
professor . But for all his personal
ability. Puey is like his father. He's
going to get the bills paid
Washington Post - K ma Feature* Syndicate

Lerrersshows lack of foresight
The recent SBO decisions concerning
the recall procedures of non-elected
SBO members is a cause of concern on
UN part Ol those who are involved in
thai category, and for all Student! :is
well
Those who are non-elected members
of Ihe student government arc those
people who are volunteering their
services lo Ihe student government As
volunteers, neither the president nor
anyone else has Ihe right to fire Ihem
They are giving their time lo help
oul Many of Ihe committee posilions
are left empty because nol enough
students are volunteering.
FOR THE

LET THOSE who want lo participate
in Ihe student government process do
so. if the president or any of his cronies
don't like it. lei Ihem get out
A lillle confrontation is good for the
spirit, in fact, that's probably whal
student government needs more of
Let's nol open Ihe doors to any more
incompetent clowns than are alreadyenjoying posilions in Ihe sludenl
government
The possibilities are very definitely
there for an invasion of ineplness and
the rejection of conscienlious and

concerned students

STUDENT government can be
effective, bul nol if decisions such as
Ihese continue lobe passed
Let's get on the stick. Steering
Committee start speaking for the
majority of students as Mr Sherman
contends he does, and not for Ihe
minute section of the campus who put
you in office
You've only got a few weeks logo-go
oul in style with something
accomplished -there s still time to
salvage yourselves
Joan M Burda
810 Fifth Street. Apt.7

Steering Committee lo

give this authority lo the president
shows a lack of foresight on their pail
The possibility lhal the present
president or any future presidents
might use lhal authority to fill the
vacant positions with his ironies is

clarifying statements

quite feasible

We already have loo much
Incompetence in student government
By this decision, the Steering
Committee has left Ihe door open for
more of Ihe same There was no logical
reason for Ihe decision
We should nol be giving more powei
lo Ihe SBO president bul taking il
away and giving il to the students -we
need more autonomy in Ihis university
noi authority
I BELIEVE too much credit is given
lo those who hold student bodyoffice. For Ihe most part they do il only
lor personal benefit, lo give Ihem Ihe
power to decide who can and who
canno! participate m itudenl
government
There were no guidelines sel .is to
why a non-elected member would be
asked to resign or fired This leaves
open the possibility for a presidential
whim to gel rid of all those people who
rub him the wrong way These are verydangerous probabilities
Most students don't care about
student government and lo Ihem this
may seem a trivial thing, but lo those
who believe student government can
become a powerful and viable student
voice, unintelligent, impractical
decisions like these are infuriating
The Steering Committee reneged on
Iheir responsiblmes lo the Student
Body by conceding to Ihe demands of
Jeff Sherman These decisions should
be immediately and Irrevocably
reversed

We are (iuyanese I.e. citizens of the
Republic- of Guyana iSouth America),
and or Wesl Indians.
After reading the article. "Action
representativea to recruit, meet
students of the Feb. 9 BO News issue,
we were left indignant and insulted.
We wish to clarify some statements
made
Il is irue lhal Ihe government ol
Quyana requested Ihe Peace Corps lo
leave the country Al Ihe lime it was
alleged that this was done in Ihe
interest of national security after we
believe il was allegedly lound thai
members of the Peace Corps were
dabbling in local politics and
Iraternizing. "Intimately" with the
high officials of certain political
parlies
MR. MEYERS stated that there are
only four government high schools
This is fallacious We assume thai Ihe
schools in question are the four elite
government schools. Queens College.
Bishops Pigh School. Berbice Pigh
School, and the Essequibo Pigh School
The students of these schools are
only selected afler a nationwide
examination is held (o determine who
are academically capable to attend
The government maintains numerous
high schools
For instance, the Campbellville
Government Pigh. the Lenora
Government Pigh. etc There are in

addition quite a few private high
schools
Mr Meyers said there were only two
swimming pools and people swam in
(inches insinuating they contained
piranhas.
WE HAVE NEVER swam in a ditch
before in our lives nor have we met any
piranhas in any of the rivers and lakes
we have swum in.
Piranhas are found in the rivers of
Ihe uninhabited interior There are
numerous swimming pools in the
country.
Theie is also the alternative of going
lo the lakes and creeks, e.g. the
Dakara Creek at Timehn. all of which
are unpolluted
Rice is the staple food as potato is
here The impression conveyed was
that of people only subsisting on rice
We also feel that in the case of Guyana the teaching services of overseas
teachers are no longer needed as the
standards have risen and such services
have outlived their usefulness.
Ray Pugh i Republic of Guyana I
248 Anderson Pall
Nyron Ali i Republic of Guyana i
248 Anderson Pall
Errol Lam i Republic of Guyana i
7 Gypsy Lane Estates
Raymond Kow < Jamaica West Indies i
243 Anderson Pall
Don Viapree < Aruba West Indies i
300 Napoleon Rd. Apt G73

'HOW MUCH WILL YOU GIVE ME FOR THAT? IT'S CALLED A DOLLAR, AND IT'S NOT WORTH
A DAMN THING BACK HOME?'
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Attorneys clash on TU rule
out-of-state students in-state
status for tuition purposes.

Two attorneys, one defending the Ohio Board of
Regents, the other challenging one of its residency
rules, have differing
opinions on the effects of a
court derision handed down
last week concerning
regents' residency requirements
The 6th IS District Circuit Court of Appeals ruled
last Thursday that the University of Toledo may not
require proof of future instate employment as a
requirement for granting

THE SUIT was filed by
Russell Kolni who enrolled
in the University of Toledo
in October. 1968 as an out-ofstate student
According to Kelm. who
defended himself in the
case, the rule under consideration was an old Board of
Regents requirement
This requirement said an
out-of-state student must
■ show a definite commitment to future employment

mOhio. "Kelmsaid

The most recent regents
requirement says to be
exempt from paying out-ofstate residency fees, out-ofstate students must make a
definite commitment to go
to work in Ohio -upon
completion of a degree program within the ensuing 12
months."
Kelm said last Thursday's
ruling throws out the old
rule and clearly finds the
new rule unconstitutional."
HE SAID there is also a

case pending before Northern District court
attempting to invalidate the
new rule
However. EricUilbertson.
assistant attorney general
and legal counsel for the
Board of Regents, said he
didn't think the rule would
drastically iffect the state
The court upheld the concept of out-of-state fees.''
(lilbertson said
All it
really struck down was how
the rule was applied, the
regents rule was written
reasonably he said

newsnoTes
POW jobs
WASHINGTON lAPl - The
Pentagon said yesterday it has
obtained pledges of support from
some of the nation's biggest
employers in finding jobs for
returning prisoners of war who
choose to leave the military service
An Industry Committee on POW
(Employment composed of 16 major
companies, corporations and associations is working with Defense
Department officials in lining up newcareers for the men

Women protest
BOSTON lAPl - Two hundred
women students and faculty
members took over the central
communications center in the Boston
State College administration building
Tuesday and said they intended to
hold the building until their demands

were met
Fourteen women barricaded
themselves inside the building and
took control of the main switchboard
The demands included a place for a
women's center, the use of 50 per
cent of all athletic fees for women's
athletics, an end to salary
discrepancies between men and
women faculty members and the
establishment of a child care center
for use of students, teachers and
staff

Hijacking pact
WASHINGTON tAP) - The United
Stales and Cuba will sign an antihijacking agreement at 11 30 am today. U.S. officials s.n
Secretary of State William I'
Rogers will sign the agreement at the
State Department. whi|e a Cuban
official will initial the accord simultaneously in Havana
U S officials said the agreement is

very satisfactory and will serve as
both a real and a psychological deterrent to hijacking

Returning POWs
DAYTON .AIM Wnghl Patterson
Air Force Base won I receive any of
the 20 returning prisoners of war on
their way home yesterday from the
Philippines
But a base spokesman said
additional planeloads of returnees
scheduled to leave the Philippines
today may include men from the
multi-state midwest area the base is
to serve as a receiving center for the
released prisoners
Among the 20 prisoners expected to
arrive on the west coast last nighl
was Arm) ('apt Mark A Smith, ol
Lima. Smith was headed for
I.etterman Army General Hospital
I'e has faimlv ties in California

He also said the ruling
didn l damage the founda
tion of the Board of Regents
rules, that it just hit one
specific aspect of the rule
It is also unlikely the universit) will take the case to
the slate supreme court, the
spokesman said
KELM SAID hopefully the
regents will eventually go to
.i system of requirements
called the indicia lest of
domicile "
He said this establishes a
point system in which the
sludenl will have lo meet a
number of requirements,
each worth a certain amount
of points
Pe said the mam consideration would probably be
where the student's source
of financial support came
from within the stale ol
Ohio

Considerations ol lesser
Importance, and probaMj
fewer points, would be
where the student votes and
in what state the student
registers his driver's h
cense

Abortion statute revoked
COLUMBUS .APi - US
District Judge Joseph P
Kinneary yesterday gave
Ohio legislators some legal
work when he struck down
the state's 132-year-old abor
tion statute
Ruling in a suit died by
the American Civil Liberties
Union of Ohm lACLU), Kin
nearv said the statute vio

U.S. peace official intervenes
release of American war
prisoners in South Vietnam
The Viet Cong delayed release of 27 American prisoners Monday for more
than 10 hours

SAIGON I API - A toplevel State Department official joined yesterday in
efforts to stabilize the Vietnam cease-fire that in 18
days has been riddled by violations
At the intervention of
Deputy Assl Secretary of
State William H Sullivan,
the four-party Joint Military
Commission agreed to do
something about trying to
stop the shooting in which
Saigon has reported more
than 13.000 Vietnamese
casualties
The senior American military representative to the
commission warned the Viet
Cong, meanwhile, that the
United States will not tolerate anv future delays in the

REPRESENTATIVES of
the United States. North and
South Vietnam and the Viet
Cong also discussed the 20
additional American prisoners to be released from
North Vietnam in the next
few days But it is understood that no firm release
time has been set
U.S. officials made Sullivan's intervention with the
Joint Military Commission
known shortly before the
United States and North

Vietnam issued a joint
communique on talks
Sullivan and Henry A.
Kissinger held in Hanoi for
four days
The communique said the
participants "had frank,
serious and constructive exchanges of views on the
implementation of the
agreement on ending the
war and restoring peace in
Vietnam."
While Kissinger flew into
Hong Kong Tuesday on his
way to China. Sullivan
slipped quietly into Saigon
In a series of meetings
yesterday. Sullivan conferred with all four parties
to the Vietnam peace agreement

IT WAS understood in
Saigon that President Nixon
has instructed both
Kissinger and Sullivan to
make efforts to gel the Vietnamese to reduce hostilities,
which though declining have
persisted through the cease
fire
Maj Gen. Gilbert H
Woodward, the chief U S
delegate to the Joint Military Commission, handed an
official protest note to the
senior Viet Cong representative saying the Viet Cong
violated the peace agree
meat signed in Paris Jan 27
by delaying the release of
the 27 American prisoners at
Loo Ninh. 75 miles north of
Saigon

N«wat*»to by Carl Sard
Whether dreaming of a crowded, hot gym and tho winning shot or
just prcKtking for an intramural game, warmer winter nrghtt
enable this porton to "thoot a few at the basket ball courts in
fronl of Conklin Hall.

The Viet Cong commander
.it l.oc Ninh would no) ic
lease the American prisoners until the Communist
side had Us own POWs back
The result was a delay ol
more than 10 hours

lates a woman's right to privacy which includes the
right to decide whether or
not to have an abortion
He said. The law of the
land on the criminality ol
abortion was established by
the Supreme Court." which
last month struck down a
Texas abortion law similar
to Ohio's
"ANY STATE criminal
abortion statute that prohibits all abortions except to
save the mother's life, without regard to pregnancy
stage and without recognition of other interests violates the Due Process
Clause of the 14th Amendment." he said
Legislators are now faced
with filling the void created
by the ruling

It now means ()hlo has no
laws prohibiting abortions."
said Rep John A (ialbraith
(R-9 Maumeel a long-time
supporter of abortion law reform in Ohio "We have to
have some limits "
The Supreme Court had
ruled that women have the
right to have medical abortions during the first six
months of pregnancy In the
first three months, the decision is left to the woman and
her physician
During the second three
months, the state may impose regulations protecting
the woman's health in abortion proceedings, the court
said
AND IN THE final three
months, the Supreme Court
said the state could prohibit
abortions except if the

woman's life were endangered by the pregnancy
ACLU spokeswoman
Patricia Keenan said there
is no need to fear that nonqualified persons would now
be allowed to perform abortions in Ohio F.xisling state
statutes and regulations of
the State Medical Board
already make it a felony for
anyone else to perform surgery, she said
(ialbraith said the possible
legislation would concern
itself mainly with the health
aspect of the procedure,
such as where the abortions
could be performed
He said legislation might
also be necessary "so doctors wouldn't have to perform abortions against their
religious beliefs "

Distinguished Teaching Awards
Any students interested in serving on the committee to select the outstanding teacher
award winners contact:
Bill Arnold
Coor. of Academic Affairs - SBO
405 Stud. Services

or Call 2-2951

Six students will research the teachers
nominated and decide the winners. This committee will meet next spring quarter only.

Baseball Jackets
only $2 2.50
at

0%i Jfcitjf
434 East Wooster St.
fly the Railroad Tracks

fof 4 Th« SO N.wi. Thurwloy. MHUWV IS. 1973

^ New commission to aid
N. Viet reconstruction

Canine
countenances

Aitocialed Prass Wit«oholo
Facing long hours and inquisitive photographers, thoso I wc entries in the Wostminstor Konnol Club Dog Show at Madison Square Gordon employ different
strategems of four-legged forebearance. The Lhasa Apsos at left hides behind a
veil of hair, while the English Bulldog ar right, puts his emotions right up front,
sticking his tongue out at onlookers.

WASHINGTON (AP) Hanoi and Washington announced agreement yesterday on creating a joint
economic commission that
will help map out dollar aid
to rebuild war-battered
North Vietnam
The disclosure came in a
joint communique outlining
nearly four days of recent
talks
in
Hanoi
by
presidential advisor Henry
A Kissinger
Ronald L Ziegler. White
l.'ouse press secretary, said
Kissinger and North Vietnamese officials did not
discuss the scope of
potential
U.S.
reconstruction assistance
PREDICTING

the joint

Book traces black dances
Inspired hy the "Autiihmgraph) ni Malcolm X." a
University graduate. Lyiuie
Faule} Emery, has written
i book Black Dance in the
i nltedStatea
The book soon to !»• avail-'
able m ihe University
l.ihui\ Iraccs llu' histnri

cal and sociological development of black dances from
1619 t" 1970
Originally written as a dissertation for a I Mi I) in phy
sical education and dance
emphasis at the University
of Southern California. Ihe
paper was reworked into

book form because of
encouragement
from
Emery's publisher
In Ihe preface lo her hook
Emery said the volume is
not jusi for dancers, but for
Ihose interested in the
contributions ol the Afro
\merican culture "

It is intended to be "a
documented
historically
accurate account of dances
performed by Afro-Americans in Ihe United Slates
as well as a guide or basic
reference source for indeplh research "
MARY WHITNEY, asso
elate professor ot physical
education and recreation
and one ol Kmery's former
teachers, said the Important

aspect of Ihe book is Ihe fact
lhal nothing has been done
in this area of dance before
The book traces black
dame forms from their
origins in Africa through Ihe
slave trade and (hen
examines then development
in various areas of the country
In addition lo her degrees
from the University and
USC, Emery has a masters
degree from UCLA

Crisis Phone
352- PLUS

We're Big and Beautiful

THE COMMUNIQUE said
Kissinger and Hanoi
officials "also agreed they
would continue lo have
periodic exchanges of
views" with the aim of
making sure the Paris
accords "are strictly and
scrupulously implemented "
Kissinger was en route lo
Peking via Hong Kong and
will leave there nexl
Monday, making an overnight stop in Tokyo before
returning lo Washington Ihe
next day
Ziegler said Kissinger
would hold a
news
conference on his Hanoi and
Peking talks soon after
returning here.
The communique said Kis
singer and Hanoi officials

talk of $7 5 billion to be distributed throughout Indochina over a five-year
period to help repair war
damage Of the total. North
Vietnam presumably would
claim about $2 5 billion
The United States would
be but one of a number of
nations and international
organizations contributing
to such a fund Nixon's
latest federal budget, for the
bookkeeping year that
begins July 1. contains no
money earmarked for North
Vietnam

"exchanged views on the
manner in which the United
States will contribute to
healing the wounds of war
and to postwar economic
construction
in
North
Vietnam "
IT SAID they agreed on a
joint commission, with an
equal number of representatives from each nation,
to develop economic
relations
between
the
United States and .North
Vietnam.
There has been persistent

Victim of shooting
in fair condition
guilty to charges ol shooting
with intent to kill A prelim
inary hearing has been set
for Tuesday. Keb 27

Charles Hollgreven
of
Kindlay was still listed in
fair condition yesterday at
Wood County Hospital
following a shooting incident
in a North Main street
apartment Monday
Hollgreven. president of
Charles Hollgreven Scale
Co.. was reportedly shot in
the chest while visiting an
apartment at 936 N Main St
Three persons, including a
University student, have
been arrested in connection
with the shooting
Arraigned Tuesday
in
Howling (ireen Municipal
Court were l.ee Kletcher of
08 N. Main St.. Terry
Meeker and Carol Bogart
senior IA&SI. of 119 University Lane
The three pleaded not

Charity dance
set for tonight
The three black fraternities on campus will sponsor
a charities dance today from
10 put to 2 am in the
northeast section of Commons
Money raised at Ihe dance
will be donated lo a sickle
cell anemia fund
and
another charity
Persons attending
Ihe
dance are urged to attend a
Black Student Union IBSUI
meeting tonight at 9 at a
location to be announced
later

- FEATURING -

Some like them big.
So we brought you baggies,
lo-rise, no belt, 37" leg,
"Saggies with belt & cuff
f-Assorted colors in polyesters, Denims, seersuckers
and Jacquards.
SIZES 5 TO 13

Back Due To
Popular Demand

Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Fall Course Family
DUner
U VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAFFLES
Open Tues. thru Sat.
7:30-1
Sundays 7:30 - 7:00

GIANT
QT. COKE
SPECIAL

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQIKT ROOM

SPECIALS DAILY

Wed. &Thur.

Shop Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.-Sat.

9:30-5:30

commission would be set up
in about a month. Ziegler
said any dollar figures
would first be discussed in
that forum, and would be
subject to further consultation with Congress
The 700-word communique
expressed hope that the
Kissinger visit "will mark
the beginning of new
bilateral relations."
It
also
spoke of
"imperative
measures"
necessary to carry out the
Vietnam peace accord
signed in Paris on Jan 27 It
did not elaborate
Ziegler said in response to
questions that one such item
on which Kissinger and the
North Vietnamese agreed
was the need to set up a
system for trying to trace
Americans still listed as
missing in action in
Indochina

MON. AND FRI. 9:30-9:00 P.M.

reg.35<N0W25<
With any size pizza

Save 30 Lincolns
on Washington's

352-5221

The Pizza People, Period.

Birthday.

Steak dinner reg. 1.79

1.49

NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED
LEASING SEPT. 15th
JUNE 15th

sN

Second & Third Floor at
521 E. Merry- $65 Each Student
Lower Floor 521 E. Merry
$55 Each Student
Apts. at 1470 & 1490 Cough St.
$65 Each Student
Apt. 824 6th St. - $55 Each Student
ABOVE MENTIONED APTS. ALL 4-MAN

SOLE INTEREST
for three days you con save 30 pennies on our
dehoous Western Cut Steak Dinner You'll gel a
luicy sleok broiled to your order, o baked potato,
"^"l
a crisp tossed salad and a warm roll with butter—all lor
iust $1 49 instead of ihe regular $179. Washington would
have wanted it this way.

Ponderosa Steak House

Walk tall this spring in a pair of new
thick cork soled, high heeled sport
shoes - the latest look in
this years sole interest.
Leather uppers: blue/
bone or brown, tan/green
combination in sizes 510M,and7-9N.»17

Leasing June 15th to September 15th
$130.00 per month
Bach Apartment Includes
Two Bediooms
Carpeted and drapes
Approximately 31 feel of storage
Coppertone stove and matching lefngeiatoi
Separate an conditioning and healing system
Gas water sewage lurmshed
Four persons each apartment
All buildings aie new
located three blocks liom campus
Laundry facilities in each building

Saturday, Sunday and Monday

NEWLOVE REALTY
E. WOOSTER ST.
ACROSS FROM THE FOOTBALL STADIUM

328 South Main St.
Phone 353-7381

Thursday, February IS, 1973. Th. BG N.w. Pag. S

Roommate service set

SHA launches projects
The Student
housing
Association
iSI'Ai
is
initiating two new projects
designed to help students in
on-campus and off-campus
living
Kris
Kridon
junior
iB.A.i. and coordinator of
SHA said the first project
will be a roommate advertising service, to be
started for students desiring
to live off campus next fall

N.wipholo by Carl S«id

Gleaming
highlights

Colored

lights

flash,

streak

and

glare

in

this

time-exposure

photograph of a well-lit street scene.

THE IDEA is to have
students wanting to find
roommates send in their
names so a list could be
started,
he said Students
should till out the coupon in
today's
News
lor
this
purpose, he added
The list will be posted in
several dormitories and also

College freshmen goals shifting
By Terry R> an
Associated Press Writer

per cent last year to V I per
cent this yeai

WASHINGTON

The survey released this
week indicated that lewer
freshmen aspect to get mar
ned during, or immediately
MUM
college
Cigarette
smoking is up beer drinking
is down; and there is increasing Interest In joining
fraternities and sororities

tAPl

This year s college fresh*
men describe themselves as
more
middle-of-the-road
politically and more interested in academic success
than
then
predecessors
says a nationwide survey by
the American Council on

Education

ABOUT 4* per cent ol the
freshmen said they favored
legalizing
marijuana,
up
from 38 7 per cent last yeai
and 19 4 per cent in l%K

Freshmen reporting they
had participated in demon
slralions before entering
college declined from 111 5

There was a significant
swing away from the ph\
sical sciences engineering
and education as major
areas ol study About 12 per
cent plan to become teachers compared to 23 5 per
cent in 1968 The survey indicated an increasing interest
in careers in health care and
law

as middleol the road poll
itcally Increased front 46 8
per cent last year to 48 :t per
cenl tins yeai
Students defining them
selves as far left or liberal
declined from 3H I per cent
last year to 35 2 per cent this
year
About Iti ti per cenl ol the
freshmen said then political

views were conservative or
tar right, compared with
13 -' percent last year
The percentage of blacks
among those entering college increased from « 3 per
cent last veal 10 8 7 per cent
tins year

Increasing interest In aca
dentic success was reflected
in responses to several ouest ions

in the SI'A office. 405 C
Student Services Bid)!
"By posting the list in the
residence halls,
students
could look to see if anybody
they knew were on the list
and needed roommates."
Ertdon said
Actually, the
list would be for anybody
who needed a roommate "
The second SKA project is
the
mi campus
housing
survey which will be mailed
to
juniors,
seniors
and
graduate
students
The
survey will include
480
students living in fraternity
and sorority houses for a
total of 1 378 surveys
THE
SURVEY
stales
'Because for two quarters
potential students have been
turned awa\ due to lack of
housing
space.
SI'A
is
interested in finding out why
you. ihe junior, senior, or
graduate student, chose to
remain on the campus "
Students are asked to
answer 17 statements about
then reasons for living on
campus
Some ol the statements
include
I live on campus

because
--*'l don't want to have 10
cook.clean.etc.
-"Rents in apartments
are too high.
--"I don't want to lie

removed
from
campus
activities
-"I like the dorm's new
renovations.
- I amanRA.
- "I am in a special
program requiring that I
live on campus.

-"I
will
graduate or
student
teach,
and
off
campus I could not break
my contract in mid-year
-"1 just like the dorm
environment and the friends
that I can make "

Senator to fight
war bill funding
I'Ol.l'MBl'S i Al'i - The prime I'ouse sponsor of a constitutional amendment proposal for a Vietnam bonus yesterday
said he would fight any Senate attempt to pay it from the
general fund
Hep Vernal G HiffeJr iD-89. New Boston) said he would
light Republican attempts to take the money li.nn the general fund unless they can say where they are getting the
money
The general fund is the catch all basket for non-earmarked lax money It is then appropriated for state
expenses
"WHERE ARE THEY going to take it from
asked
Riffe speaker pro tern of the I'ouse
From education,
mental health or where'''
As Riffe authored the measure, an estimated J300 million
bond issue to float it would have been retired by a sixthtenths of one mill increase in real estate property taxes.
The three-man Senate subcommittee, however, recommended the money be taken from the general fund The
Committee, which included one Democrat, was headed bySen HowardC Cook >R-l Toledo)
However. Sen Douglas Applegale iD-.TO Steubenvillei
joined Cook and Sen Walter I. White iR-12 Lima) in
making the subcommittee vole unanimous Applegate said
I can I go tor any property lax Increase

The survey was based on
responses
from
188.900
treshmen al 373 schools
across the country
The percentage ol freshr.ien describing themselves

NEWINMACRAME
100% Acrylic Cord in 17 Colors
Taiwan Jute in 6 Colors

Large Selection of Beads and Buckles
New Shipment of Needlepoint

THE FRENCH KNOT
118 W. WOOSTER

. Todays Hobbie-Tomorrovvs Heirloom,

NOTICE

With Ihe Army ROTC Two-Year Program.

The first volume
of the 73 KEY
will be handed out
Friday Feb. 16 in the
forum of the Student
Services Building.

o

• A Joe Wizan-Sanford Production •
Co-Starring WILL GEER

The Picture of the Season

YOUNG
WINSTON

Gene Hackman

the go-getter They
called him everything
from a horse thief
to a homosexual

e

SIMON
WARD

COLOfl BV Ot LUXE'

Q

'LADY SINGS THE BLUES'
A RED HOT SMASH!" „
-. Diana Ross Nominated
Q for BEST ACTRESS

HELD OVER
r.«

o

R_J:|

Brought Back

"PLAY MISTY
FORME"u

tWurtlrrt

Ask about
Student Rates

this summer.

What* Bartora
up to?

UP
THE
BARBRA STREISAND
_
R BOX
Q ENDS SOON

Army ROTC usually takes four years of college. But
von can do it in two.
II. for example, you couldn't take Army ROTC.
during your first two years ol college.
Or if you just didn't want to take Army ROTC before.
But now you recognize the benefits.
You start the Two-Year Program by going to our
six-week Basic Camp the summer following your sophomore year.
Camp—a little classroom work; some challenging
physical training—replaces the Basic Course you would have
taken during your first two years of college. You're well-paid for
this six-week catch-up.
Then, alter camp, you complete your Advanced
Course during your junior and senior years.
Maybe you'll decide that the chance to get real
management experience earlier than most people will be worth
a lot later on.
Maybe you can use the $100 per month subsistence
allowance you will get for up to 10 months of each school year.
Maybe qualifying for two careers simultaneously —
military or civilian —is insurance against job uncertainties.
Or, maybe the opportunity lor an Army ROTC scholarship is exciting.
The Army ROTC Two-Year Program is another
chance for a better career, through Army ROTC.
Talk over the Two-Year Program with
/
mm
en n...
the Professor of Military Science at your school.
/
IMuUI. I|«l.l V\ l"l
Or use this coupon. There's no obligation.
I. II ii
jltt.nl ili.
Vim, KUIl l„. \. ■ I-....
Armv ROTC. The more vou look
at it, the better it looks.
\MU<

/

*«g«T

TV,

IWIMSSI,!,'

i, .• ..
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Job interviews Feb. 26-March 1
Sales-B Bus Adm . Mktg
Mgnit .
Gen
Bus
and
Acctg (or Associate Salesman Bead page 10 o( "Beneath the Surface" brochure
Bendix
Corp --B Purchasing
Minnesota
Kabrlcs
B < ten
Bus . Kcon , Metalline I'ome Ecofl for He
tall Mgmt Trainee
First National Bank ol
t mi inn,ill It Bus
Adm .
Fin
F.con
Mklg Acctg .
(Jen
Bus
(or
Mgmt
Training B Trust Associate
Position Trust
Dept
for
those interested in learning
trust administration Those
interested in investments,
law or MBA not encouraged
Universal Guaranty Life
Insurance B any area in
teresteil in Sales and Sales
Mgmt

Sign-up (or the (allowing
job interviews will begin
Monday
Keb 19. in (he
forum.
Student
Service)
Bldg Signup (or non-school
schedules i business govern
ment a'ndgrjduate schools i
will belroni 12 Ml :«l p.m
and school schedules Irom 4
5pm
A data sheet or
resume must be presented
at the lime of sign-up

BUSINESS
February 2ti
Marathon Oil Co corporate
offlce-B \cctg
lor
accounting positions Head
page 14 ol Beneath the Surface" brochure
February L'T
Marathon Oil Co

Mklg -

Society National BankH Bus Adm for Management Trainee.
Metropolitan
Life
Insurance-Cancelled

Lazarus-See
Feb
28
listing
Metropolitan
Life-B.
M Math for Actuarial Asst.
March Z
Westfield

» llikt-lrn.iri . • li Retail
ing. Sales Mgmt (or Retail
(executive Trainee
Shell
Companies-Can
celled
Lazarus
-tBMktg
Mgmt
for
Merchandise

Cos.--B.

BA'Field
Representative
Trainee
Hecht Co.-No report yet.

MBA Finance

Domino's is open
at 11:30 for lunch
With Free Delivery

Bendix Juniors in Acctg
for summer internships
Cargill Inc.-U for SalM
and Accounting

Car Wash

LARGE PIZZA
50' off and Free Qt. Coke

SMALL PIZZA
25' off and Free 16 oz. Coke

352-5221

February 28

February 26
Montgomery County Public
Schools.
Ohio-" No
report yet.
Baltimore County Board
of Education, Md.--B/Spec
Ed (TMR F.MR BPL and
others i. Speech Therapy.
Guidance counseling. Lib
Sci.. Gen. Sci.. most other
areas also

SNEAK PREVIEW

Board
of
()hio-+No

February 27

GULF
gas
15 gal. Free wash
10 gal. .50
5 gal. .75

HOURS
Moi, fhurs 10 4
I ii A Sal

Come in and
See us next to TO's

.y^RTBREAK KITT

Cenlerville City Schools.
Ohio-B/Ed. HI.-in Ed. iK
5i. Middle School (6-8). l'S

KEY
•• Evening Also
• Returning spring quarter
• Evening only

(8-12),

HELL,UPSIDE DOWN
■«I«OR
wfclionoi AW

ONE OF THE GREATEST
ESCAPE ADVENTURES
EVER I

EMR.

NH,

Elem

as SBO, student liaison
Student Voice is a campus organization that attempts to
serve as a go-between for students and the Student Body
Organization (SBO)
'' People are too shy to go to SBO on their own.'' said Dave
Sanderson, senior (Ed. I and spokesman for the group
Student Voice received University sanction at the
beginning of the quarter. The members are presently
working on a comprehensive professor, course evaluation to
be compiled at the end of the quarter and eventually published

CAMPUSCALENDAR

Omus Lecture, 3 Mpm. IKigwood Suite. Union A Study
in Contrasts Camus A I'appy Death, I>r Warren Wolle.
Kumame Languages R(*SlT

*

*•• '

"■- f»

* ii - - -.^<viftiB

BEST PICTURE
OFTHEYEAR!
I&M1MH I \\\.\nskis

MACBETH
... u IA .iinn IVslmski .1 IVi.nvll, Kihm

..W..k.mSh.(k»-Nx.m>

' < VMS!'IR|-,,,.,,CI»[ mtwi (RNIS1 fXWGMINf BD8UTW6
CABOHTNUT* DttOMtOMI SIIUA SIEVfNS SHMI> tMNTIffS - vi-,, *> liHSTS"
"HUSdWntl «K« MMU w<Mt Mlia* N1ElStNB<VCau> ivtuwuiiw,
rwiwij" ■-.,.«. tm knr»»v«i«;«iifHi«iivi«imuiwts
W*vrVU A...

-.. >..".»„«.

WMW- nffritusT

<•». M.^h\\lkfiH-i
i>........ \,„li, v. llf.Mll.sllVW

i . it<Ukii.l\<Lmski
. ... ii. m.n,„ru»
^,-.i.i.it«.v. Ri
S PROGRAM RATCD R UNDER 17 REQUIRES ACCOMPANYING
PARENT I.P. REQUIRED

HELD OVER - 2nd GREAT WEEK!
v»»

WomM't Tennis flub 56pm South (.vm Women's Bldg
Practice Kver\one welcome
BowHn| Greta School of Self Defense 6 30* 30pm
Paves Pall

201

TONITE

Nite
Now Appearing

"Synergy"
Wed.-Thur.-Fri.-Sat.

:-**J«2£XBK3)
WATCH rO«

"JERIMIAH JOHNSON" "DELIVERANCE'
"PETE N TILLIE" - "UP THE SANDBOX'

■

Bachelor's III
Now Accepting Tea Reservations

352-9074

Kinkajou.
Doing*: I .M
"When
a
lad..."
Small coin of
India.
Fur worn by
medieval kings.

Black.
Past, in Scotland.
Be indebted to.
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direct commission in thill S
Navy
Reserve
Intelligence
Program
Former
officers
and
enlisted men needed Set'
LCDR W A Kopper on Keb
IS from 6 30 to 9pm at the
Placement Office
Scuba Club meeting Sunday
February
18.
6pm
Natatonum
mandatory
Florida meeting and Key
pictures will be taken

Sal 10-5 All brand new
merchandise

BugbvClubtirgani/athmal meeting 7pm 306Panna Pall
X Poward s migration
<f Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship
* Room. Union All are welcome

7 30pm.

Alumni

Lecture Russian lions of the 12th L 17th centuries. 8pm.
; 204 Kine Arts Bldg Or I K Partman

1,1 M' girls gold class ring
i^ith blue sione setting
Bitials LN Call $72-4681

ICWARD
LOST
room kev and
luggage ke\ Call 2 4404

Leaving town in a hurry"
Check the UAO Ride Hoard
3rd floor Union
Ride wanted to OS IS, Feb
16 will pay 352 MW
Ride needed to Chicago
Churs after 2 00 will share

|r xpenses Dan 352-5S07
^ide wanted to 0 U will pay
». call 2-4173
■Wanted

13

responsible

.in,tic riders for spring break
trip to New Orleans area
Also Natchez & Vicksburg.
Miss Share gas & lodging
expenses Jim 2-3186

persoa 1004
Paglui s Pirza

S

Main

We need cocktail waitresses
at the Ramada Inn. Perryburg You must be 21 or
over
Apply in person
Contact Mr Fine for more
information
Pelp
for
convalesing
gentleman, to live in 3544932

IMWII 10 HI.

OL)

Will

•1:'

I
t'ree room & board to coed
[i exchange (or babysitting
'A, It
housekeeping
Nice
lake front home Must have
(transportation spr and or
fall qtr 823-7492 not long
distance

Alpha Chi s gel |>*\rhed for

Wanted a part-time parking
attendant,
downtown
Toledo
5pm 9pm
Study
when not busy 2*5845
SERVICES OFFERED

WILL DO TYPING - 352-9315

Kngagement portrait.
Pager Studio 353 5885
Weekly earnings male &
female Donations accepted
twice a week Blood Plasma
Donor Center 610 Monroe St
Toledo. Ohio Prs Tues &
Fri. 8 6pm Mon 4 Thur* 8
9pm Closed on Wed Ph
255-3635

BEER BLAST of the year
The Funky Rose given by
Conklin it Treadway Pal)
8pm-2am Live band The
Corruptors ' 75c in adv SI at
door All happening Fn Feb
II at Commons

Saturdav nigh) wai M
Common affair. Kappa
Sigs Pikes, and Phi fcla'l
were all there we rolled
oul the barrels .ind polkacd
at eight Chi s uy taanki
for theiea u mi great1
Wcenjoyed being ■ctlvei lot
,i da) noa era aaat it lor
always LAL.TVO'i

I M roommate spr 2-man
apt Winthrop North Call
83 Tl.M
I I* tin needed spring qr 83
(•rcenview -Comesee
Ned 1 V rm in tman apt
S|,i ,|li lili SI M0 mo Call

i,: NM
Need 1 M roommitc "prinu

short papers, ph

352-1963
IMPORTS INN • Imported
Car Specialist • foreign
repair 132*4 BishopRd BG
Turn left off N Dixie Hwy
Open Mon-Fn lOam-Spm
Sat 10am-5pm

The Ramada Inn in
Perrvsburg needs help in the
housekeeping department
Call or apply in person

A PHI O U leadership

Need waitresses and or
delivery men Apply la

COLLEGE GRADUATES
You may be eligible for a

PERSONALS

Single bedroom Slad

VKa $75, mo I'alltt29l95

FOR SALE
Bn vaar racordi and tajM'at Rock and Shop lor knmt
prices and friendly service
Are you "snow UrdMI
I wo 6 85x15 4-ply nylon
tires, like new
|» Call
6697113
200 watt
Traynor with
cabinet
1175,
;t
RIO
guarantee Call Rob. 3536034
1964 Venus mobile home
10x35 with 8x12 add-on liv
rm 80 tivpsv Ln Tr Ct
HOOO 354-5812

1 F rm nt'e.l«l spring qlr t

HMMI
MOW LEASING I'AVEN
HOUSE MANOR
M'TS
h'OH Sl-MMKH & SKIT
3B-74M
Need 1 M roomniatt spring
qlr Winthrop Ter 352-5302

Available fall & summer
leases Close tu campus
I'hone 352-1H73 353!»J63
Km rninlt spr qtr $55 mo
CttlMtO campus 352 6364

18 B4W (1 E TV $25 Call
352-0559 Kay

I .irvic 2 bdrm apl (or 4
-indents
K
Mer rv
170 sludenl ph 352-7169

A PPIO is friendship

Royal port typewriter 4 4
drawer
legal
■
lilmg
cabinet 130 Ph 3525891

I'ouse lor 6 students across
Irom Kohl $75 student ph
.152 7365

Congratulations Karen &
Lynn on your Alpha CMSigma Nu puining
Your

Records for sale $3 59 at
Rock and Shop LowcM in
town

Alpha
Phi
Omega
Information Night, tonight
Faculty Lounge. Union
Alpha Cams say "Fa Fi Fo
Fum. look out Findlay Pere we come'

APFIOuserv.ee

Fey Busboys What's this
we hear about you running
competition with the
"Galloping
Gourmet'""
Thanks a lot' The ADPi's

Typaig
Exp all levels
college work 352-7752
TYPING

Manm call 352 i»W9K.i\

the Mafia part)

sisters
Senior student interested in
part-time sales position with
lull lime opportunity upon
graduation Phone 3524853
from Ham to 4pm Mon
thru Thur

PELP WANTED

ihw

1

J

v

of.
Emulated "The
Tortoise.**
Angle formed by
a brunrh.

DOWN

a

a !
u.

, BGfU Karate Club 7pm. Korum. Student Services

LOST •

2forl

IKS

;?«

Not sweet.
K H •■ the apiril*

1 Lurre.
2 Thine: Fr.
3 Popular name in
Copenhagen.
I Subject of a
familiar revival
song: I'li:..-.5 I > r .— hark
•uddenly,
6 \ iva vore.
7 Pitch indicator.
H One** own
person,
'* Subjoin.
10 Riligiou. book:
Phrj-r
11 "There iof
pure delight, ."
\2 French door.
13 In regard to.
21 Picture.

?4
?7

Come
(joint.
BlemUh.

I "i in
Sew up.
Marine flier.

™1 ]'

•

» Mil, .11-1

performer.

■S

.::;

■ignal.
DM up a thoe.

qtr

tiennan Club 7pm Perrv Boom Union Bring all articles
lor Gorman newspaper

RIDES

I*Q.«IH/»,I luam -.-iw MUara
■-■. ICNJOMNV*. mrraHw MUIOTMMMK mm
Sdf(ls°VA. Br«4 ,M.MU5.C8
Ou'V •''•." .-.
.-> r~ iO !.o-...
r*»
-:.B,
CA. ^ '. '
..... a,,

•4

Purple Mushroom, under
•new
management
new
hours Mon Thurs 10 4 Fri &

| lUiSU Veteran st'lub 7pm Lounge Northgatc

Eve :.»;ui.sui .vsuri .'.'».4 :iu.;.S-.M

ANOTHER SAM PECKINPAH IRI1 MI'll
\l I "STRAW IMK.s
Till-: will) HI Mil
AND CO-STARRING
SAI.l.YMltl llimsor i\ ■ "ALL IN THE FAMILY'

'»

Proportion.
Deiire.
Indulge.
Transport, a* a
camper.
Part of a plav
' m ii-

~«®*~ CLaSSIFIED <•*

SHOWN EVE ; 00 & 9 30 • SAT & SUN. 2.00.4:30, 7:00 & 9:00
(SPECIAL STUDENT EXCHANGE COUPONS) HONORED ANYTIME

" ■"

>6
58
39
60

SANDERSON said the organization hopes to begin functioning as a cultural unit by sponsoring concerts
"We want to bring things to a grass roots level," he said
"If 10 students want to have a pinball tournament, we'll try
to set one up."
Persons who want further information about the organization may call Sanderson. 352 0842. or Dennis Ferrell, 3539272

Thursday Keb 15.1973

*

1

The organization is also running candidates (or the
coordinator of Cultural Affairs and student representative to
the Board of Trustees

SUMMY _ OPENING TIL 3 P.M. - ADULTS I1.M

1

ingredient-.

33 Relative of a
boycott.
Shift.
Snap.
Andean Indian.
Not there.
"When you Kith
upon
."
13 "Camelol"'
collaborator.
•4 Ur«e.
15 Like a chalcl.
18 Voluble.

py

Clam shell.
Indelible
Small inlet.
City on the
Oka.
Goddei of h«pe.
Emergency

Kind of dance.
Krh-li tray

SO

37
38
39
10
12

Student Voice serves

Christian Siience Organisation 6 30pm ProutChapel

[Tj^iaqta IMnial A Aadsnv Awin] Wnwi{

30
32

17

*

N*tionj( Bj.mJ of Review

aBOWNWIHita

27

THEATRE

HELD OVER - 4th SMASH WEEK!
VOW . live Mi. |:3|; Sal & Sun •'.Ml. I:M,7:M
Adm Adults 1 ,M

24
25

NO AGENCIES

0HO0E1J

I "Poseidon Adventure", will be shown
Saturday nite at 7.-05 & 11:30 P.M.
B.O. open till 11:45 P.M.

March 2

yet.

SAL NITE ONLY - at 9:30 P.M.

i

I"
2«
23

Painesville City Schools.
Ohio-No report yet

Garfield
Heights
City
Schools,
Ohio-No
report

(Under New Management)

l Free
with
wit haa
.
purchase
purchas
nf^
of
3 nr
pr.

Springfield Local Schools.
Ohio-No report yet.

March 1

RAIN CHECK

* Earrings -68cpr.
Brand
New
.,
,
.. Merchandise!

Bedford City Schools
Ohio-'No report yet

11
15
16
17
IS

Bedford
City
Schools.
Ohio-No report yet.
Springfield Local Schools.
Ohio-No report yet.
Lake County Board of Education, Ohio-B/Elem. (K6). Eng -Spanish Sci. (all
levels). Math (7-12).

I..,i;un County Schools.
()hio-- + B/Science
(7-12).
El
Ed
(intermediate
level). Ind. Ed . Spec Ed.
M Guidance.

Purple Mushroom

WIL1N0TAPPIYT0
POSEIDON ADVENTURE'

Cleveland
Education,
report yet

1000 S. MAIN

BARGAIN PRICES FOR THURSDAY & SUNDAY

Board
of
ohm
• No

SCHOOLS

Trainee
National City Bank of
Cleveland- No report yet
Chrysler
Corp -B Ind
Tech . candidates should be
familiar w auto technology
for trainee positions in Automotive Service
Toledo
Trust- B.

Cleveland
Education.
report yet.

1
i
0

Art. Music. Physical Ed.
Librarians -I M C .
Counselor (girls).

February 28

March 1

Don't Forget

Montgomery County Public Schools, Ohio-No report
yet.
Baltimore County Board
of Education, Md -See Feb
26 listing.

72 Gfn l Future Co

Copi

ACROSS
Allo.
Military ladiei
Port on the
111... k Sei.
Ele.
He: Lai.
Greek i.land.
— Snowdon.
One of ihe
Harrikom,
Doc.
All", forte.
Within: Comh.
form.
tea.
Prevent- tll
artion.
Fall-Dooming
annual.
Hurled.
"For all tad
words of tongue

Sally
Congratulations on
your DZ activation' Love
Char
Big Kenn • I couldn't be
happier about your Phi TauGamma
Phi lavalienng
Love Little Cam

Need
money
fast
everything goes' 67 Ponda
305 scrambler, exel $350
Commodore AM PM, FM
MTPX
w 2
ICCUIIIC
speakers. Garrard turntable
& 8 track deck
$125
Epiphone F hole 2 pick up
elec guitar lists for $400
like
new
$150
$200
w amplipher matched 3 way
speaker chairs must see
best offer 354-3063

Diamond engagement ring
MUST sell best offer this
week 372-2526 or 3524349

10x50 mobile home must sell
352-7043 after 6pm
1959 Pontiac Catalina

offer
5pm

Besi

Call 8*5-4010 after
FOR RENT

Alpha Gam Pledges
Gel
fired" for your first flamer'
To my fans • thanks for the
nice birthday party Nick
Davis

NOW LEASING PAVEM
POUSE MANOR
\PTS
FOR SUMMER 1 SEPT
352-7444
2 K needed sp qtr Ridge

Ndtt I.KASINt; lor Sepi
helux 4-nran apis
Near
campus
(Some special
leases still available' Ph.
354-9111 or 3524161 8am-l2
noon any dav
1 M lo share my new apt 2' i
blocks Irom campus 352-

684B alter 6pm
NOW LEASINt; HAVEN
HOUSE MANOR APTS
R)R SIMMER & SKIT
3527444

•
I or 2 K rmtes needed lor
spring qlr Second SI Call
352 7104
New I F rml lor 3 m apl
Spr sumr Ask Manlvn 3526S10

Wanted
one
male
roommate to share house on
Merry St Own room $55 a
month utilities paid .'hone
352-7167

1 roommate needed lor
house $60 month 5th Street *
352-1263
WAYNE M'ARTMENTS
352-5657 352-3595

>
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U.S. war prisoners leave
'Hanoi Hilton' city jail

-hjf

By Ealtk Lcdcrri
. Associated Press Writer

Associated Press Wire-photo

S. Viet
POWs free

South Vietnamese POWs, just freed by the Viet Cong Tuesday, cheer their release after their plane landed at Bien Hoa airbase near Saigon. Hundreds of
prisoners were exchanged at three locations. .

SAIGON (API
The
"Hanoi Hilton" where
American war prisoners are
beginning to check out is a
shabby city jail nicknamed
"Hell
Hole" by the
Vietnamese themselves
A member of the International Commission for
Control and Supervision who
was in Hanoi 15 years ago
and toured the facility
Monday described the prison
conditions as "pretty grim."
It is. he said yesterday, a
block square city jail in the
heart of Hanoi that was constructed by the French
sometime after World War
II during the days when
Vietnam was their colony.
The jail has generated
wide interest among
Americans who wondered
where and in what their
loved ones were imprisoned

POW wives explain divorce
By The Associated Press
A few of the returning
prisoners of war will find
that freedom has a bittersweet taste
The wives of at least two
of the men released Monday

in the first batch of men
freed
from
North
Vietnamese and Viet Cong
prison camps have gotten
divorces, a third started
separation proceedings but
decided to hang on a while
longer

Author to give reading
William H Gats, author of the novels "Omensetter s
Luck and "Willie Master's Lonesome Wife." will give ;i
public reading in 115 (education Bldg Friday at 8 p m.
tlass has some misgivings' about the state of current
fiction. Philip O'Connor associate, professor of English,
said
O'Connor said Gass "rejects the notion that fiction
mirrors life
He also said Gass thinks the center of
fiction is words, not character or plot
Gass will also hold a discussion and answer questions on
Friday from l-:i p m in the River Room. Union
Gass is currently working on another novel
The
Tunnel

«!v-

—-

Fall Leases
(Reduced Summer Lease Rates)

Al-Lyn & Bumpus-Dahms Apts.
• 2 Bdrm. Units
• Solid Construction
• 24 Hr. Office Hrs. - 7 Days Wk,
• 9 to 12 Month Leases

Falcon Plaza Motel
(across from Harshman)

353-9863

Ms Garland Kramer of
Tulsa.
Okla . disclosed
Tuesday that she had
obtained a divorce last June
from her husband, an Air
Force captain shot down in
January 1967 The divorce
was granted in Tulsa on the
grounds of incompatibility
"I knew I couldn't go
back." she said
We've
grown apart "
KRAMER, who works for
Rep James Jones iD-Okla I
said she had continued to
write and send packages to
Kramer while he was a
prisoner of war
She explained the divorce
in a special letter she sent
the Air Force for delivery to

'

Kramer after his release
The divorce, sought on
March 24. 1972. and granted
on June 30. is being
contested by her husband's
father, who lives in Denver.
Col He asked the courts to
set it aside until his son
returns
ALSO FACING a divorce
is Cmdr F.verett Alvarez of
Santa Clara. Calif . who was
shot down Aug 5. 1964. the
first American pilot
captured in the Vietnam
war
Two years ago. Alvarez'
wife. Tangee. obtained a
divorce and remarried "I
just fell out of love with
Everett." she said last

October when the divorce
was revealed.
Alvarez' mother. Ms
Soledad Alvarez of San Jose.
Calif . sent the news of the
divorce to her son shortly
after it was granted She
said he wrote back: "1 hope
her present husband loves
her as much as I did."
The wife of Navy Cmdr.
Raymond Vohden started
divorce proceedings last
year She halted the proceedings when the peace
talks resumed and said
Monday she'll try to resume
the marriage.

ALPWAGAMS:
Feb. 16 is prime time
For dine and wine;
Feb. 17 is prime time...

Costs only $4.50
Round Trip Bus Ticket

Sign Up In UAO Office

HE SAID the group is in
the top 10 in gospel music
record sales in Ihe country
This concert will be presented in preparation for the
gospel opera "Deacon
Slick." which will be held

And there's only 1 day
Left to give him the line.

o0o 0

o o0o0o0o0o°o«>o0 o

§88 goUeesm
353-8881 a 353-8891

EVERY PIZZA BAKED TO ORDER

E
X
T
R
A

SOMETHING DIFFERENT
945
S. MAIN

s

11"
Cheese
$1.25

13"
Cheese
$1.70

15"
Cheese
$2.30

19"
Cheese
53.10

25c

30C

40c

50c

Pepperoni, Sausage, Beef, Ham, Mushrooms,
Green Peppers, Onions, Anchovies
Deluxe (P.S.M.GP.O)

353-7675

Need Roommates Next
Year For Off Campus?

$2.35

$3.00

Nassau
Is
Nice!

Sign up UAO Office

$4.00

DINNERS,

-.:

Circle one morf

Name

j
■
!

Address.

I
I

v prioe& include

L

Phone

»_,-

» GORDON LIGHTFOOT

T

.70

.95
2.50
2.25

••:'::• .:';.■' " .'- '<

6" S 12"

.25 S .40

Coneys

6' t. 12"

.35 I .50

ED'S SALAD

L r

CHEF SALAD

Large
Small

* ?*
Small —

Sundays
Weekdays
Weekends
FREE DELIVERY
Minimum $1.50

Mail to: 405 STUDENT
SERVICES BUILDING

AND SALADS

Hotdogs

HOURS

}

$4.75

Steak Sandwich
Steak Special Sandwich
w/Cheese 4 Mushrooms
Pizza Sauce
B.B.Q. Ribs Platter
w/Salad & Roll
Ala Carte
B.B.Q. Chicken Dinner

Fill out this coupon and send
it to Student Housing Association. A list will be compiled and will be available in
405 or at the dorm's main
desks.

TICKETS-'l.OO UNION TICKET OFFICE

March 16-23

The Apple Tree." a
musical spoof on creation,
will be presented at 8 p.m.
tomorrow, Saturday and
Sunday in the Cardinal
Room. Union
Based on the writings of
Mark Twain, the comedy
will be staged in a cabaretstyle setting
Admission is free
The dates given by the
assistant director
and
printed in The News yesterday were incorrect

:• WHA SMB. ;•

SANDWICHES,

Fly There-You'll Like It!

'Apple Tree'
to be presented

° °o °o0o0o°o0 o °o°o0o0 o° o 0°

15% DISCOUNT TO
UNIVERSITY FACULTY, STUDENTS
& EMPLOYEES ON ALL FOOD
PURCHASES

Jazz Band
Fri., Feb. 23 - 8:00 P.M.

March 27-29 in the Main
Auditorium.
University
Hall
Monday's concert will be
free It is sponsored by Student Development and Ethnic Studies

FREE DELIVERY

WE'RE DOING
IT AGAIN!

UAO

FREE FOOD and BEER

"It will be the traditional
hand clapping.
footstomping gospel.
Smith
said "There will be more
emotional-type music "

Richard Kern & Lyle Yackee Proprietors

TONIGHT

12-3 P.M.

A second room of the
same size had a similar

The BGSU Gospel Choir
will present a concert with
the theme. Let's Go Back
to the Old Gospel." Monday.
Keb 19. at 8 p in in the
Grand Ballroom. Union
Choir members will perform the songs they sang
when the group was first organized in 1970. said Gregory Smith, senior (Mus
Ed i and member of the
choir

455 S. Main St. - 352-7031

Information Night

MARCH 3

HE SAID the North Vietnamese told them each
room would accommodate
about 30 men One room had
a raised platform in the
middle
which was wide
enough for two men to sleep
sort of end to end-so that
the men slept in two rows
along this raised platform "

slates old-time concert

VW and Domestic Repairs

Alpha Phi Omega

(At Stroh's Brewery in Detroit)

Touring commission
members, in Hanoi for the
first prisoner release,
walked through a gate in
high walls into an area with
two courtyards. Off one
were three large sleeping
rooms, each about 30 by 55
feet, he said

BGSU Gospel Choir

■

Step into the three worlds of

UAO STROH'S
A PARTY

RETURNING

honeybucket
underneath
which had to be emptied by
hand-the original
toilet
facilities of 1920 and old
France "
"There was a sort of
shower arrangement where
there were three sort of
brackets coming out of the
wall and they said they
simply brought hoses in and
hung them over these
brackets and that's where
the showers were "
The tour was made by
representatives of all four
members of the international commission

An Alternative

Preservation Hall

Faculty Lounge •
2nd Floor Union

THE

control
commission
member outlined what he
saw during his tour on
condition neither his name
nor his nationality be
disclosed.
He said the prison is
called "Hoa Lo." slang that
translates to the "Hell
Hole " But even Hanoi radio
picked up the name Hanoi
Hilton and used it in its
broadcasts on the prisoners
and US. bombing
"To an American arriving
from the States it would be a
hell of a place." he added
"So I think you would have
to say that the conditions
were pretty grim for those
men But on the other hand,
they were no worse than the
conditions under which most
Vietnamese live, except the
confinement ."

cement floor but a different
arrangement
"Sleeping platforms were
along the two walls and the
sort of depression, alleyway,
was in the middle." the
commission
member
reported
On the raised platforms
there were "wooden pallets
which were three or four
feet wide, and (here was a
thin straw mat on top of
each one "
Toilet facilities, he said
were "just sort of a hole in
the floor that you squat over
and some of them had jusl a

LYRIC AUTOMOTIVE

352-1973

LEADERSHIP, FRIENDSHIP
SERVICE

U.S. pilots, some of whom
ended up there, baptized it
the Hanoi Hilton

-«°
.35
1.35
.80

1:00
11:00
11:00
5 PM

-

1:00
1:00
2:00
1 AM

I

THURS. - FEB. 22 - 8 P.M.-MEMORIAL HALL
J

2.50 GENERAL
*3.00 RESERVED • UNION TICKET OFFICE
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Falcons thrash Vikings, 96-80
By Kcaay Wkitc
iAiiliuul Sporu Editor
CLEVELAND-There
il
rss. all the glamour, bright
Ights and a chance in a lifetime to perform where the
professionals do.
i Cleveland Arena, better
known to Clevelanders as
the Euclid Avenue Ice
a house. Home of the Cleve'JSand Cavaliers, members of
the
National
Basketball
{Association
"Scheduled to perform in
{We first game of the Valen

tine's Day College doubleheader were the Falcons of
Bowling Green
The falcons' opponent
was C leveland State, which
last year handed the Falcons
their 10th straight defeat in
a row at Anderson Arena. 8380 It was Cleveland State's
first win over a major
college team
But the Falcons trekked
into the best location in the
nation with no intention to
repeat last year's disaster
They didn't BG beat Cleveland State. 96-80

mKenny White says:

The Falcons, coming from
their best shooting performance in eight games last
Monday against Central
Michigan r>l per cent from
the floor), once again had
their cannons loaded
The only problem they
experienced in the first
stanza was playing on a floor
with the ice hockey rink
covered by floor boards.
After missing its first
three shots, BG saw the
Vikings jump out to a quick
6-2 lead
with
16 35
remaining in the period.

Both teams experienced
cold shooting spells,
managing only 12 points (84. ("SI! ahead! in six minutes
of action.
Then the Falcons started
pumping in jumpers (48 per
cent! at a record pace with
7:11 left in the first stanza
Brian
Scanlan's jumper
equalized the contest at 20all
BG went on a 22-point
tear, culminating with the
hot shooting of Jeff Montgomery (14 points in the
first period), and com-

.|llli:illlllli:illlMI!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIMIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIII!IIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIimilllllllllli:illlllllllllllllllllt

Arnold comes into own
By Keaay While
AssIslul Sports Editor
When John Arnold signed
his letter -of-inlenl to attend
Bowling Green on a basketball scholarship, he was
labeled by a lot of people as
the' sleeper type
The Findlay native was
coming into a rebuilding
phase at BG with credentials
as a pretty adequate basketball player
In his last year ol prep
school. Arnold gained AllDistrict honors and AllBuckeye Conference recognition while shooting the hoops
for a conference championJohn Arnold
ship
I Findlay
Trojans)
team
But the big question was whether the B'5" Arnold could fit
into the BG development plans with coach I'al Haley signing
players who resembled sprouting trees.
The answer came quickly as Arnold showed he could
handle the forward position even though his size al thai spot
is becoming more like the Dodo bird -extinct.
In practices last December the mop haired Arnold caught
an elbow in the right eye The accident smashed his
cheekbone and put him out of commission for eight weeks
following surgery
AFTER THE holiday break Arnold returned to practices
the same individual, but a hungrier basketball player

The inquisitive Falcon fans who are screaming "John
Who'' in the stands are muttering about the freshman
team's top producer this year
After 10 games Arnold leads the freshman unit in four
team categories. He holds one team high, for points scored
in a game. He is tied for the most total points with Andre
Richardson.
Arnold leads the team in field goal percentage with a 49 6
average, connecting on 84 of 169 shots. He is also the team
leader in foul shooting, canning 32 of 46 tries from the
charity stripe for a 69.5 average
HE HAS SCORED 200 points, giving him a team-leading
overall point average of 20 markers an outing
One of the most interesting categories in which Arnold is
pacing the team is rebounding Arnold has hauled in 172
caroms for a 17.2 average He is tied with Richardson in
rebounding lor game highs with 25 ricochets
CREDENTIALS SUCH as these make a coach open his
eyes especially when there was previously some doubt
about the capabilities of the recruited athlete.
Many times players of unknown caliber turn out to be the
top men who can turn a team from a loser to a champion.
Arnold still could be described as a player who is like :i
box of cracker jacks because he is always lull of surprises
He is the type of player who will give a real battle. He can
shool and play defense
If coach Haley could come up with more goodies in his bag
of surprises like Arnold, then the foundation it takes for a
winning team will become a little bit easier to build

pletely ran away from the
dazed Vikings.
In the last seven minutes
of action. Cleveland State
could only manage eight
points, as the Falcons
carried a 42-28 lead into the
lockerroom.
The second period didn't
dampen the hot fuses ot the
Falcon jumpers, as they
scored 15 points after the
whistle had sounded
Skip Howard poured home
10 points as BG padded its
lead to 15 points (67-42) with
11:33 remaining. Cleveland
State, still trying to get its
offense going, couldn't find
the range and the Falcons
upped their lead to 25 points
i75-50l
The closest the Vikings
came to BG was at the end
of the game, when they cut
the Falcons' margin to 16
points. 96-80. as the buzzer
sounded.
II may have been a costly
win for the Falcons as Jack
Wissman suffered a possible
shoulder separation in the
second period He finished
the game with 10 points Jeff
l.essig came off the bench to
replace him
Cornelius Cash,
who
experienced foul trouble in
the early going, was IK is
lOp scorer with 23 points
Montgomery added 19 markers, while Howard linished
the evening wilh 16 points
BG is now on a two-game
winning slrcak Its overall
record is 11-10

Falcon hoopsters Cornelius Cash and Skip Howard (52) battle
*or ,n" reDOune' in "G's 87-80 win over Central Michigan
Monday. Also ball-hungry are Chips Dan Roundfield, left, Pat
Bock and Dirk Dunbar (13).
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MAC changes policies
News Special
('(ll.l'MHl'S Official
a
doplion ol the new NCAA
2.0 rule, withdrawal I ruin
membership in the is
(Hympic Committee 11 'soc i

and restrictive legislation on
out-of-season
competition
highlighted the annual
meeting ol the Mid-American Conference'! Council of
Presidents meeting
last
Friday

Ideas and Opinion

For offseason talk, baseball's best
Editor's Note: The following is the fourth in a six-part
series comparing the four major spectator sports. Part Five
will be published next week.
By Bob Moon. Staff Writer
An important characteristic ol the 'avid Ian is that he
regards his lavorite sport as a hobby rather than a pastime
Consequently, his interest in the sport does nol stop with
the end of each particular game Watching games is only a
small portion of the activities that the avid Ian undertakes
when enjoying his hobby
These "other-than-thegame activities' can include
anything from reading Ihe sports section ol a newspaper to
collecting various souvenirs Which spoil oilers Ihe best
selection of these activities"
There is no question thai baseball is lust in this category
It is perhaps Ihe only sport Where of I the held activities
as important to the Ian as the events on the held
FOR EXAMPLE, only in baseball are player trades Ihe
topic of such heated discussion among the fans Other spoils
make trades also but never is Ihe debate as lively as when a
baseball trade is announced
To illustrate, lake the trades ol baseball s Willie Mays and
football's Johnny Unital Both men have been considered by
man,
«the premier players in their respective sports
during i.- '
Mrs or so.
■'■"■•'.ireiu .illv trading these two stars should have been
regal. ii ..s major news items even though their careers
ere ne«.
I end
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LEGAL ABORTION
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how to obtain a safe
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very special ingredient in Ihe make up of an avid fan
Sports bulls love lo loll ol Ihe famous games Ihey have
seen, records broken, or ol Ihe great slars they saw in
action
Baseball once again, ranks (irs( One reason is (hal
baseball oilers Ihe Ian a better chance of seeing a historic"
game
A historic game is simply any game where a significant
record is made or broken Because of Ihe great variety of
records kept, the lan's chance ol seeing a record breaker is
much greater in baseball than in other sporls

Mays trade to Ihe Mels received a mountain ol publicity
while Unitas' trade to San Diego nol only did nol reach Ihe
headlines, bul several national sports publications failed lo
even mention it
Baseball is also the only spoil where Statistics arc so
important to Ihe (an Baseball is a game ol slalislics-no
other sport keeps such a wide variety "I facts and figures
and over such a long period ol lime (Statistics have been
kepi since the 1870s. I
FURTHERMORE, baseball leads Ihe pack in collectors'
items primarily because it has been around longer than
hockey, football, or basketball For the same reason, there
are many more publications in existence concerning
baseball.
More than any other reason, baseball is first in oilier
than-the-gaine activities'' because of its uncanny ability to
make news in the ofl season-news (hal rekindles Ian
interest even though no games are being played

ANOTHER REASON is that the slow pace of baseball
allows Ihe fan to form a mental image of anything he seesmeaning he can more easily remember Ihe sight of a
historic play
Football rales second because, although its pace is slow
enough to allow Ihe Ian lo remember the actual sight of a
great play, historic games are nol nearly as common in
football as (hey are in baseball Thai great variety of
interesting statistics and records is missing in football

Baseball is so lar and away the leader in this category
thai it would be meaningless to try to rale the other three
sporls except to say they rate fairly equally among
themselves.

Neither hockey nor basketball allow Ihe Ian to be able to
recall exactly what happened in a great or historic play The
■CUM is UM fast and too complicated to be recalled
Hockey rales ahead of baske(ball in this category
primarily because (here are lewer super slars in ho. kev
lhan in baskeiball
Seeing I hockey super slar in action is more ol an event
for the fan than seeing one in basketball-a sport where il
seems as though hall of all players are super stars.

EACH SPORT has come into its own as a spectator spoil
only within the last 10 years It will take time tor them lo
measure up lo baseball in Ihe number ol worthwhile
activities they inspire other than the games themselves
One "olher-than-the-game activity' can be considered to
be a category in itself-memones. Each fan has special
memories o( games he has seen or heard and these are a
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ADPi's Get Ready For
A Fantastic

"Over the border!"

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR APTS.
1515E.WOOSTER

CALL

352-7444

HOURS: 1012
1-5
NOW
LEASING

MAC

Council

also

approved
an across-theboard rejection of any outof-season competition in
all conference-sponsored
sports
In other action, the presidents changed Junior College transfer and hardship
rules to conform with recent
NCAA legislation
Another season of competition
is permitted for
"injury or illness which prevents a student-athlete from
participating in more than
one football game, or in
more than three con(es(s in
o(her spor(s provided Ihe
injury or illness occurred
during (he hrsi half of (he
institution's regular schedule in (he spor( involved."

Gymnasts triumph
The Bowling Creen men's
gymnastics team evened i(s
record al 3-3 by winning a
tri-meet Saturday with
Miami and Buffalo The
final tally was BO 90.0.
Miami 78 1 and Buffalo 67.0.
Three men placed first for
BG Mark Slavick in
vaulting 17.9 rating I. Rich
Kahr in sidehorse competition (5 1). and Grant White
in parallel bars i4 8)
Slavick was also second in
floor exercises < 6.751 and

third in still rings r> K ■
White was third in side
horse 14 351
Other placers were Doug
Whittaker, second in horizontal bar (5 1) and third in
parallel bars (4.3); Bob
Ross, second in side horse
(4.5); and Terry Mason,
third in vaulting 17.3).
Next meet is this Saturday
at Ohio State against the
Buckeyes and the University
of Cincinnati.

9-Ball Tournament
Friday (Sat morning) 1 a.m.-4 a.m.
$
1°° Entry Fee-Ca$h Prizes
Hours: Sun. thru Thurs. 12-12
Fri. & Sat. -12 to 4 a.m.
Free Coffee Fri. & Sat. 1 a.m.-4 a.m.
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TO'S Campus Corner

GOLDEN CUE

(Across From Kohl Hall)

Down By The Tracks

15% DISCOUNT TO
UNIVERSITY FACULTY. STUDENTS
& EMPLOYEES ON ALL FOOD
PURCHASES

STADIUM - VU
New Name

New Food

OPEN 7 DAYS - SUNDAY thru THURSDAY 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY 11 a.m. -1 p.m.

THURSDAY SPECIAL

SOMETHING DIFFERENT
945
S. MAIN

The

This Coupon good for *1.00 off
any jacket

NEW BUILDING COMPLETED

MODEL SUITE

NCAA

JACKETS
Fraternity-Sorority-BG-plain

WE'RE DOING
IT AGAIN!

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS COMPLETELY FURNISHED

The results of the closed
session were announced by
Commissioner Fred Jacoby
No immediate action was
taken on the matter of conference expansion. Jacoby
said
Legislation concerning the
2 0 final accumulative high
school grade average for
financial aid for entering
student-athletes was required in order to conform
with January NCAA Convention action
Previously. MAC eligibility standards for studentathletes were tied to (he old
16 prediction requirement
thrown out last month by the

PH.
353-7675

An Affair & Fries Reg <u*
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ACROSS FROM THE FOOTBALL STADIUM

